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Situation Formerly known as Trust Healthcare, Curation Health drives a more efficient, scalable risk 

adjustment process amplifying quality program performance by curating and delivering 

clinical insights clinicians at the point-of-care. Their platform seamlessly integrates into 

electronic health records (EHR) leveraging more than 500 proven clinical rules –

connecting CDI specialists, clinicians, and coders in one closed-loop workflow –enabling 

clinicians and care teams to more efficiently and effectively capture the most accurate 

real-time information about their patients. All of this is done by “The Platform’s 3Cs”: 

 

Curate: Curating actionable risk adjustment insights before a visit 

Capture: Capturing accurate clinical opportunities at the point of care 

Confirm: Confirming appropriate provider documentation after a visit 

 

Trust Healthcare was experiencing immense growth, and internal changes. This led the 

group to change their name to Curation Health. Curation Health leadership team turned to 

Channel Communications to assist with a full rebrand. 

  

Solution Channel developed a new logo, a branded look and feel, an entirely new website, brand 

style guide, a suite of tactical items (PowerPoint template, one-pager, case study 

template, a print ad and social media profile assets) as well as tradeshow materials 

(booth, counter, tablecloth and banner-ups).   

 

The Curation team landed on a Channel designed “three-tier funnel” logo, which aligned 

nicely with Curation Health’s 3Cs: Curate, Capture, and Confirm. The branded look 

carries a sleek, sophisticated feel that includes hues of blue, teal, and green – a creative 

nod to the healthcare space. 

  

Results Channel finalized a series of high-end deliverables in just 10-weeks. The entire suite of 

assets was well-received and collected top praise among Curation leadership. 

 

Curation Health is partnering with leading, risk-bearing healthcare providers and health 

plans reducing clinician documentation burdens to improve patient care while elevating 

overall performance in value-based contracts. 

 



*symbolic mark, typographic
signature & tagline
*brand usage guide



*one-pager
*case study
*print ad



*3Cs icons
*website



*banner ups
*exhibit backdrop 
and podium 
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